
Operating Manual for
Intelligent ZXQ Series Electric Valve Locator / Valve Operator

(Electronic-type Servo Controller)
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Before wiring, please check whether the actuator can work within
active region under the control of external switch, whether there is
anomaly and whether the opening can achieve the zero position and full
position, to ensure the limit switch can work properly.

Before wiring, please check whether there is strong current in potentiometer
inside the actuator and measure three terminals of potentiometer with
multimeter respectively to ensure the change of resistance value of
potentiometer caused during running process of actuator is normal and to
eliminate abnormal phenomena, such as breakpoint etc..

The wiring between locator and actuator should be consistent, please carefully
check the corresponding points between their terminals; pay special attention
to the wiring of power supply, input output signals of locator, do not connect
power line to weak current signal end, meanwhile, control input signals within
the acceptable signal domain of locator with instrument.

If it is used with actuator, the instrument should be used for calibration
check after it has been stored on scene for more than 3 hours when opening
the box in cold, extremely hot and heated situations.

V. Operation Method Setting…….....6
VI. List of Error Codes……..........…9
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Appendix: Other Calibration Operation (Manufactured products don't need this operation and

can be used under the guidance of engineers as necessary).........

If you purchased our Z-type actuator (mechanical and electrical integration) of specified

configuration, you do not have to calibrate the turning angle of the actuator that can work

properly when the wiring is correct.

Intelligent ZXQ Series Electric Valve Locator is an intelligent signal acquisition control
system with industrial microcomputer as the core. With its small volume, it can be installed
inside the connecting box of electric actuator or fixed outside by mean of DIN rails, which can
directly receive 4~20mA DC signals output by industrial instruments or computers (other
types of input signals can be customized before delivery), accurately position various valves or
devices by using together with electric actuators feedback by potentiometer, freely calibrate the
turning angle (or displacement) of electric actuators, and meanwhile output 4~20mA DC
feedback conversion signals of angular position (or displacement) of actuators as well as
accurately set the lower and upper limit values for angular position of actuators through buttons.
The locator adopts 3 buttons for operation, 9 LED lamps can directly display the modality of
locator, 4-bit digital LEDs display the actual open value and given open value of valves and the
internal temperature of the locator by switching over buttons with convenient operation.

控制精度：0.1%~3.0%(通� U4参数可�)

Acceptable feedback signals of electric actuators: potentiometer 500Ω～10KΩ
Acceptable external control signals(DC): 4~20mA (1~5V, 0~10V, switching value and
other values can be customized before delivery)
Input impedance: 250Ω; Output power ≤500W
By modifying U1 parameters the following modes can be set: ① DRTA/ positive

operation, RVSA/ reverse action mode ② When the input signal is interrupted, "interrupt"

modes- OPEN, STOP, SHUT

Optional: ① SCR output (AC, 1200V, 31A)

I. Overview

II. Main Technology Parameters

② Relay output (AC, 250V, 10A) ◆ It can be specified when ordering

Output position signals of actuator: when the low drift output 4~20mADC corresponds
to fully closed/fully opened position of the actuator, signals are completely isolated from
the input(optoelectronic isolation), output load is ≤500Ω
Environment temperature: 0~70℃, Relative humidity: ≤90RH%
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 It has protect function for high temperature: when internal temperature of locator
≥70℃, the locator will stop the open/closed control to the actuator

Size: ZXQL2004C→ 62mm (bottom length) x48mm (bottom width) x26mm (height /
thickness)

ZXQL2004 → 74 mm (bottom length) x57mm (bottom width) x45mm (height /
thickness)
 Action range of the corresponding actuators of input signals can be freely

calibrated by buttons (it is generally calibrated to fully closed/open position of
electric actuator)

 Upper and lower limits can be set
 Locked-rotor test control function: if locked rotor happens to control actuator for 3~4S,

the locator will disconnect the control of output signals for 1min and repeatedly detect the
control until the locked rotor is eliminated.

 Self adjusting precision can be set: during running process, the actuator fails to locate

properly and oscillates back and forth 3 times, the actuator automatically reduces the

location precision by 1/4000 (namely: the original precision +1/4000), and repeatedly

adjusts it to suitable control precision. Set the parameter as U0(000.x).
 Password lock prevents misoperation
 It has the function of preventing actuator from frequently booting ●It has the

function of indicating failure cause of error codes (E_0X)
 It can conduct smart step distance adjustment to locate accurately according to

input signals and angular position of actuators
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Parameter
display 1 display

It displays the actual open value and given open value of valves,
the internal temperature of the locator and setting parameter by
switching over buttons.

Status
indication

2 OPEN When output control is " OPEN ", the relay is closed
3 SHUT When output control is " SHUT", the relay is closed
4 MANU Manual Status
5 AUTO Auto Status
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6 DRTA

In positive operation mode, input signals correspond to the
following outputs:
4mA- full position (it is generally calibrated to fully open)
20mA- zero position (it is generally calibrated to fully closed)

7 RVSA

In reverse action mode, input signals corresponds to the following
outputs:
4mA- zero position(it is generally calibrated to fully closed)
20mA- full position (it is generally calibrated to fully open)

8 OPEN When interrupt mode of input signals is "OPEN", the actuator is
opened to the maximum limit

9 STOP When interrupt mode of input signals is "STOP", the actuator
stops at the current position

1
0 SHUT When interrupt mode of input signals is " SHUT", the actuator is

opened to the minimum limit

Buttons

1
1 A/M A/M button is to switch to the interface to modify parameters

1
2 ▲

It is a button to increase the value, it is also used to switch and
display setting opening values of valves in auto mode, it is
"OPEN" in manual status

1
3 ▼

It is a button to decrease the value, it is also used to switch and
display internal temperature of locators in auto mode, it is "SHUT"
in manual status

ZXQ2004C Operation Panel Diagram

I. Locator Panel
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Please connect the power line to electric actuator properly by referring to below wiring
diagram for instrument terminals and case, pay attention to the polarity during wiring to reduce
motor interference, and the motor controlling line and feedback signal line of electric actuator
should be wired separately; the weak signal line of instrument should be kept as short as
possible, if longer wiring line is required to be used, shielded signal lines should be adopted,
and external shield and control cabinet housing should be properly grounded.

The locator and electric actuator are connected through a seven-line connector, wherein
the locator GND terminal can be connected with the electric actuator housing or hung in the air
without being connected; RO, RV, RS are respectively connected to three terminals of
feedback potentiometer inside the electric actuator, among which RV is the slide arm to
connect with the potentiometer, RO is connect to the end that the resistance between slide
arms will keep decreasing when the actuator starts its operation, and RS is connected to the
other end; SHUT, OPEN, COM are respectively connected to SHUT, OPEN, COM terminals of
servo motor of the actuator.

ZXQL2004/ZXQL2004C Wiring:

IV. Wiring Method

Note: when running the high powered motor, 4Ω/5W cement resistors will be generally
connected to "OPEN", "CLOSE" terminals in the actuator separately in order to weaken the
current impact when opening or closing the actuator (R1, R2 in above Figure). In general,
cement resistor is not required.

Note: COM, OPEN, SHUT in the actuator are active output terminals, the
corresponding output voltages of COM, OPEN and COM, SHUT are supply
voltages.

Locator Wiring Locator Internal

Electric Actuator
open close
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Please properly connect the lines among given signal source, locator, electric actuator,
measuring instrument of output signals and power supply according to the wiring diagram;

1. When it is powered on, it display the actual opening value of valves, while locator is in
automatic control state; if disconnecting the input signal and then shaking the actuator with
handle, the actual opening value of valves increases as actuator opening increases, if an
unusual trend change occurs, please check whether the feedback signals between locator
and potentiometer are properly connected;

V. Operation Method Setting

2. Press A/M button to switch to manual status, respectively press on ▲and▼ to detect the

actuator should correspond to "OPEN" and "SHUT" operations, otherwise please check

whether the locator (COM, OPEN, SHUT) and actuator (COM, OPEN, SHUT) are

properly connected;

3. In auto mode, press ▲ to view the setting opening value of valves, at the moment

variation tendency and stability of input signals can be viewed;

4. In auto mode, press ▼ to observe the internal temperature of the locator, when the

temperature is over 70℃, the locator stops its opening and closing control of the actuator.

5. Parameter list:
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6. Calibrate the zero and full positions of the actuator (for the first time to use the locator with
the actuator, the locator can only work properly after the calibration of the turning angle of
actuator is carried out, and this calibration will not affect the input/ output signals of the locator)

Parameter Displa
y Value Implication

Ex-factory
Value

U0

00x.0 X=1, electronic braking is allowed; x=0, electronic
braking is not allowed 1

000.x
① X =0, keep the brightness as it is
②X=1, 2, 3, LED display brightness can be adjusted 0

U1
00x.0 Set positive and negative effects, x=0 is positive effect,

x=1 is negative effect 1

000.x Interrupt signal mode, x=0 (IGNORE), x=1(OPEN), x=2
(STOP), x=3 (SHUT) 2

U2 xxx.x

Control output lower limit value is 0≤U2<100, the
processes of manual operation and calibration of zero
position and full position are not restricted by this
parameter

0.0

U3 xxx.x

Control output upper limit value is 0<U2<U3≤100, the
processes of manual operation and calibration of zero
position and full position are not restricted by this
parameter

100.0

U4 00x.x Precision adjustment for actuator 0.2

U5 xxx.x Operation passwords, (U5=003.1 is to enter into the
interface of opening calibration of the actuator)

U6 xxx.x

Actuator zero confirmation, operate ▲▼ buttons, when
it arrives at the designated zero position, press A/M
button,
for zero confirmation, and then enter U7

Zero
position

U7 xxx.x
Actuator full confirmation, operate ▲▼ buttons, when it
arrives at the designated full position, press A/M button,
For full confirmation

Full
position

Note: the factory reserves the use of other parameters, please read page 9 of appendix for
reference if necessary.

Method I:
(1) Enter into U6 parameter, press ▲ or▼key, the actuator operates towards "OPEN" or
"SHUT" direction correspondingly and the displaying actual opening value of valves gradually
increase or decrease accordingly, when it arrives at expected zero position (generally it is the
fully-closed position), press A/M key for zero confirmation, and enter into U7 parameter.
(2) Enter into U7 parameter, similarly, press ▲ or▼key to arrive at expected full position
(generally it is the fully-open position), press A/M key for full confirmation, and then return to U5.

(3) Modify U5=000.5, and return to measuring and controlling state.
6. During the process of measuring and controlling the locator, oscillation would
possibly occurs to the actuator due to the poor quality of input feedback
potentiometer and input signals and the interference of external electromagnetic
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waves, thus causing heating of machine, in order to avoid the actuator from
sustained oscillation, users can modify U0 as (000.x).

① Set x=0, the positioning precision is kept as setting-up precision during the presence of
oscillation in actuator, while its readjustment time keeps increasing to ≤7 s, so as to achieve the
requirements of precise positioning and interrupted workflow of the actuator;

②Set X=1, 2, 3, the readjustment time keeps as it is (about 2s)during the presence of
oscillation in actuator, while the precision of actuator keeps decreasing, so as to achieve the
requirements of operation under the most suitable precision.
※ If 10S spare time occurs during the process of parameter modification, it will automatically
return to the measuring and controlling state.

8. Operation process:

★ The value of each
parameter of U0 - U7 can be
modified through ▲ or ▼
key.
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Implication

E_03 Do not conversely connect the feedback signal line or switching line of
locator and actuator

E_05 Great oscillation happening to the actuator may be caused by unstable
input signals or feedback signals or too high precision

E_06 Locked rotor occurs when the actuator is arriving at zero position

E_07 Locked rotor occurs when the actuator is arriving at full position

E_08 The internal temperature of locator exceeds 70℃

Appendix I: other calibration methods - input signal, output signals and so forth (See

diagrams at page 9 for details)

(Manufactured products don't need this operation and can be used under the

guidance of engineers as necessary)

(1) In the normal control state of locator, press A/M key for about 4S to enter into parameter

setting state; "U0" parameter value will be displayed. Press A/M key to select "U5" parameter.

Press ▲or▼key to modify the value of "U5" parameter as 1.1. (please refer to the following

table for numerical implication)

Parameter Display
Value Implication

U5 0XX.X

。
Enter into the interface to calibrate the password, U5 =
001.3, and enter into the interface to calibrate input current,
U5=001.5, enter into the interface to calibrate output current
and then enter into the interface to calibrate zero/ full
position of the actuator.

U6 XXX.X Confirm the parameter of actuator at zero position
U7 XXX.X Confirm the parameter of actuator at full position

U8
XXX.X Calibrate the parameter of input current at zero position, the

display value of this parameter does not represent the
actual current value

U9
XXX.X Calibrate the parameter of input current at full scale, the

display value of this parameter does not represent the
actual current value

UA
XXX.X Calibrate the parameter of output current at zero position,

the display value of this parameter does not represent
the actual current value

Ub
XXX.X Calibrate the parameter of output current at full scale, the

display value of this parameter does not represent the
actual current value
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(2) Enter into "U8" parameter to calibrate the input current at zero position: during the

calibration, input zero signal (it is 4mA normally), press A/M key to confirm it and then enter into

"U9" parameter.

(3).Enter into "U9" parameter to calibrate the input current at full scale: during the calibration,

input full-scale signal (it is 20mA normally), press A/M key to confirm it and then enter into "U5"

parameter.

◆ Please ensure the cleanness and stability of input signals for above steps

(4). Modify U5=001.5, and press A/M key to enter into UA parameter;

(5). Skip the parameter and enter into UA;

(6). Enter into "UA" to calibrate the output current at zero position: during the calibration, press

▲or▼key to calibrate the output value as 4mA or other values corresponding to the output

signal value of the actuator at zero position, press A/M key to confirm it and then enter into " Ub

" parameter;

(7). Enter into " Ub " to calibrate the output current at full scale: during the calibration, press

▲or▼key to calibrate the output value as 20mA or other values corresponding to the output

signal value of the actuator at full scale, press A/M key to confirm it and then enter into " Uc "

parameter;

(8). Press A/M key to confirm it and then enter into " U5 " parameter. Modify the value of" U5 "

parameter to U5=000.5. Press A/M key to confirm it and then return to measuring and

controlling state.
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Press A/M key +▲or▼key simultaneously to input and output the calibration of current

signals, please refer to the diagram below
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calibration of input signals

calibration 

of input signals

calibration 

of input signals

MANU/AUTO+

MANU/AUTO+MANU/AUTO+

confirm ok 

confirm ok confirm ok 

confirm ok 

confirm ok confirm ok 

confirm ok 

confirm ok confirm ok 

confirm ok 

confirm ok 

confirm ok 

confim ok 

confim ok 

confim ok 

confirm ok 

confirm ok confirm ok 

Press A/M key +▲or▼key simultaneously to recover the functions before ex-factory.
Please noted that the product may keep upgrading due to changes of part of data without
further notice.

The locator has strictly calibrate its input /output signals before ex-factory, which can work
properly after wiring and calibrating its zero/full position. In case of any ambiguities or
questions, please do not hesitate to contact our technology services department.

output 0% i.e.4mA
press up or down key to 
adjust it slightly to
minimize the error of
output value,The same below
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